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City, State, Zip
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Martin Burns
FL

Plaintiff,

Martin Burns
vs.
Gladys Burns

SUPERIOR COURT OF NEW JERSEY
CHANCERY DIVISION, FAMILY PART
COUNTY OF________________
DOCKET NO.
CASE ID

Defendant.
CIVIL ACTION
CERTIFICATION OF NON-MILITARY SERVICE

I Martin Burns
, hereby certify that:
1.
I am the (check one)
plaintiff
defendant in the above-entitled civil action
2.
I am personally acquainted with the other party and know that he or she resides at

3.
4.

The other party is not in the Military Service of the United States.
I am supplying the Court with the following information as to how I know the other party is not in the military.
(Check all statements below that apply to your case) In each case you must explain how any contact proves
that the other party is not in the military):
I have recently seen the other party (when, where, circumstances):

My child(ren) last had parenting time with him or her on (when, where, circumstances):
at
I have recently had telephone contact with the other party.
I know where the other party works (indicate employer name and address):
To my knowledge, the other party’s age exceeds the military requirements (state age)
The other party is disabled (indicate nature of disability):
The other party is incarcerated (indicate location):
Any other reason:
and / or
I have checked with the Department of Defense website and the printout is attached.
(https://www.dmdc.osd.mil/scra/owa/home) OR
I have attached statements from the 5 armed forces that the other party is not in the military service.
I certify that the foregoing statements made by me are true. I am aware that if any of the foregoing
statements made by me are willfully false, I am subject to punishment.
___________________
Dated

_________________________________________________
Plaintiff / Defendant
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